Theory

Course Coordinator: Dr. Pierre Savaria

Office: McLennan MP129E

Internet: http://phy138yw@artsci.utoronto.ca

Email: phy138yw@physics.utoronto.ca
Theory: Four sections with lectures and tutorials

Instructors:

- Dr. David Harrison (Mechanics)
- Dr. Jason Harlow (Waves)
- Prof. Kimberly Strong (Electricity and Magnetism)
- Prof. Tony Key (Nuclear and Radiation)
PHY138Y Staff

- **Technologists:**
  - Larry Avramidis
  - Howard Okada
  - Phil Scolieri
  - Rob Smidrovskis
  - Greg Vowles

- **1st-year Assistant Coordinator:**
  Ms. April Seeley (MP129)

- **Teaching Assistants:**
  15 Tutors and 35 Lab Demonstrators

- **Lab Coordinator:**
  Dr. Vatche Deyirmenjian (MP124/129B)
Course Package (available at U of T Bookstore):

- **Textbook**: Randall D. Knight, *Physics for Scientists and Engineers*, ed. (Pearson/AW)
- Companion Workbook
- *MasteringPhysics* (online homework)
- Coloured Cards

Register online on *MasteringPhysics* (follow instructions in package)
IMPORTANT!

- Select tutorial/lab section on ROSI before **Sept. 13 at noon**. After this time, to enroll in or change section, see the assistant to the Course and Lab Coordinators in MP129.

- Pick up *Survival Guide* and *PHY138Y Info Sheet* on table near MP124/125 in North Wing of McLennan.